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You or Someone Like You

by Chandler Burr

Discussion Leader: Michael Rothschild
Michael began his deft discussion of Chandler Burr’s challenging novel with a little
bit about the author. Burr is a journalist, author, and curator of olfactory art. He
created the New York Times perfume critic’s position, which he occupied from
2006-2010. In 2010 he left the Times to establish the world’s first Department of
Olfactory art at the Museum of Arts and Design in New York City. His first exhibit,
The Art of Scent 1889-2012, ran from November 22, 2012 to May 3, 2013. His
first book, A Separate Creation: The Search for the Biological Origins of Sexual
Orientation (1996) illuminates the scientific search for the origins of sexual
orientation arguing that orientation is inborn. You or Someone Like You is Burr’s
first novel.
Much of the novel is autobiographical. At the age of 23, Burr, while backpacking
in Israel, was expelled from a yeshiva in Jerusalem for being racially impure; his
father was Jewish, his mother Protestant. The rabbi told him that his father must
leave the family, become an Israeli citizen, to be among his people. Almost every
person in the novel, aside from Anne, Howard, Sam and a few incidental
characters, is a real, living person. The result is a deeply moving, personal
examination of Judaism as it relates to family.
Michael’s first question: What surprised you about the book? Loved the
structure. The ending was unexpected, not a “Hollywood ending.” Liked it on the

second reading. Didn’t like the couple. Fascinating: Anne didn’t come alive until
she started the book club. Found the book club irrelevant. Surprised that I liked
the book. The books represented Anne’s internal struggle. I felt as if I were
reading a memoir. The ending doesn’t gel. That orthodoxy was not depicted in a
positive light. To what degree did you find Howard and Anne likeable characters?
Were they intellectual equals? Describe their relationship; how did it change?
Why didn’t Burr develop Sam’s character? Was Howard’s return to faith
believable? Was Anne heroic? What is the book about? Explain the fundamental
conflict between Howard and Anne. Discuss the line between Jewish pride and
Jewish arrogance…and Jewish survival. What does the title mean? How do the
literary quotes connect to the story and characters? What is your reaction to the
breadth of real characters and book references in the novel? Some have
characterized Burr as being pompous. One reader asked if children of a mother
who converts to Judaism are Jewish. Upon research, I find the answer too
complicated to include here. What say you? Is Burr being anti-Semitic? He says
that he opposes all religions: literature is a unifier; religion is a divider.

Finally, Michael treated us to a chat with the author via Skype. Technology on our
end was flawless; Burr could not provide us video, so we enjoyed audio only.
Among several questions from readers, one on structure is interesting. Burr
explains that the novel reflects Anne’s thoughts and is not divisible by chapters.
Also, time in the novel changes much like stream of consciousness. He dedicated
the novel to his agent, who is Jewish and whose wife wasn’t. Quotation marks
when Anne quoted herself were a problem, he said, and maybe he would use
them next time. Celebrity is the new saint/god. Comments?
Thank you, Michael, for your expert leadership and for arranging a chat with the
author. Join us June 16 when we will discuss Everything I Never Told You, by
Celeste Ng led by Kathy Hug.

